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About the Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned: The Marine Corps Center for 
Lessons Learned (MCCLL) is part of the Training and Education Command (TECOM) of the Marine 
Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC), located at MCB Quantico, VA.  The MCCLL 
mission is to collect, analyze, manage, and disseminate knowledge gained through operational 
experiences, exercises, and supporting activities in order to enable Marines to achieve higher levels 
of performance and to provide information and analysis on emerging issues and trends in support of 
operational commanders and the Commandant of the Marine Corps Title 10 responsibilities.  MCCLL 
manages the Marine Corps Lessons Management System (LMS) and Consolidated Data Records 
(CDR) databases, and reports findings, trends and issues through verbal, written and electronic 
media.

Visit the MCCLL Website at:  www.mccll.usmc.mil
Customer service support for the MCCLL Website and questions concerning this newsletter should 
be directed to:  harry.t.johnson@usmc.mil or michael.jones@usmc.mil Telephone:  703.432.1279    
DSN:  378.1279 
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About the Director of the Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned  

The Director of the Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned, Col Monte E. Dunard, USMCR, has 
been with the Center since February 2004 when he was recalled to active duty from his civilian life as 
a commercial pilot with American Airlines.  Since then, he has supervised the transition of the MCCLL 
from the Expeditionary Force Combat Assessment Team (EFCAT) program to today’s vastly 
expanded lessons management program and state-of-the-art Lessons Management System (LMS).  

Col Dunard’s recent military career has included assignments as a Squadron pilot, Maintenance 
Officer and Logistics Officer with HMM-764, MAG-46, 4th MAW from 1987 to 1997; Assistant 
Inspector General, 4th MAW, MarForRes from 1997 to 1999; Commanding Officer HMM-774, MAG-
42, 4th MAW from 1999 to 2001; OIC of the Augmentation Group within I MAGTF Augmentation 
Command Element, (I MACE) Camp Pendleton from 2001 to 2002; and GWOT Action Officer with 
the Joint Staff, J7 Conventional War Plans Division from July to December 2003.  He is a graduate of 
the Marine Corps Command and Staff College and the U.S. Army War College and holds a Masters 
degree in Strategic Studies.

At MCCLL, Col Dunard’s leadership has resulted in the collection of over 15,000 lessons from the 
operating forces, sponsorship of numerous collection efforts in theater and with returning units, 
development of an extensive set of topical papers addressing important subjects of interest to 
combat Marines, and coordination with decision-makers on numerous improvements in the training, 
equipping and organizing of our Marines.

Book Review
The Roots of Blitzkrieg (Review 
from Air & Space Power Journal)

Personal Accounts
Conversation with a Lance 
Corporal

You are welcome to contact Col Dunard with your comments 
and questions concerning the Marine Corps Center for 
Lessons Learned, the MCCLL website, or the MCCLL 
newsletter at:

monte.dunard@usmc.mil or dunardme@mccdc.usmc.smil.mil
Telephone:  703.432.1286   DSN:  378-1286

http://www.mccll.usmc.mil
http://www.mccll.usmc.mil
mailto:harry.t.johnson@usmc.mil
mailto:michael.jones@usmc.mil
mailto:monte.dunard@usmc.mil
mailto:dunardme@mccdc.usmc.smil.mil
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Civil Military Operations: As civil military operations (CMO) have become an increasingly
important tool in prosecuting Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), Marine Corps forces have assumed a 
an ever expanding role in the overall CMO effort.  In recognition of this role, the Director of MCCLL 
initiated an effort earlier this year to capture significant lessons and observations related to Marine 
Corps CMO activities.  In addition to extracting CMO-related lessons from the MCCLL Lessons 
Management System (LMS), a MCCLL representative attended a Marine Forces Reserve 
(MARFORRES) Civil Affairs conference in June and conducted extensive interviews in August with 
CA Marines recently returned from Operation Iraqi Freedom II (OIF-II).  The result of these efforts is 
documented in the report: Civil Military Operations OIF II

Selected Recommendations and Observations from the CMO Report:
• Pre-Deployment Organization

• The loss of experienced CA staff through attrition and the resulting employment of 
inexperienced staff in the provisional Civil Affairs Groups (CAGs) has resulted in a drop-off in 
“value added” to OIF.  The following options should be considered to address this situation:

• Establish an additional, permanent Civil Affairs Group (CAG)
• Add detachments to the existing reserve 3rd and 4th CAGs.
• Continue the formation and deployment of provisional CAGs
• Cross-train artillery units as CAGs.

• Training
• Standardized training in basic CMO/CA should be available to Marine CA personnel.  The 

following training options should be considered:
• A two-week, standardized USMC CA-oriented training package to be conducted on-site
• Army schoolhouse seats for all new CAG officers and enlisted personnel
• CMO/CA training at each professional military education level (including the Basic School, 

Expeditionary Warfare School, Command and Staff College & the NCO/SNCO academies)
• Comprehensive language and cultural awareness training for the CAGs, including school 

seats at the Defense Language Institute (DLI) and Department of State (DOS) courses
• Task Organization

• There is no consensus in the community on command and control of CAG units
• Division commanders believe the units should be under OPCON of the battalion, regiment 

or Division section to which they are assigned
• CAG commanders believe the units should remain under control of the CAG

• It is recommended that doctrine address the advantages and disadvantages of each approach
• Each MEF should then decide the appropriate means of OPCON (well in advance of 

deployment)
• Planning for Reconstruction and Transition:

• There is a need for a comprehensive CMO plan that is staffed and executed by the MEF, 
Division, FSSG and CAGs.

• Planning must identify specific SME requirements in order to adequately recruit Marines with 
this expertise (or coordinate with Federal agencies or the Iraqi government for the expertise)

• Plans must ensure that MEF and MNFI strategic objectives are advanced while preserving 
warfighting flexibility.

• A set of doctrinal TTPs are needed as guides for infrastructure reconstruction and the provision 
of local government services.

Please refer to the complete report at Civil Military Operations, OIF-II for additional issues, 
observations and recommendations.

An interpreter takes the names of 
potential Iraq police candidates at a 
Civil Military Operations Center 
(CMOC) in Fallujah.

https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=fouoarticle.cfm
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=fouoarticle.cfm
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Relief in Place/Transfer of Authority (RIP/TOA): In March 2005, deployed members of 
the Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned collected lessons and observations and interviewed 
Marines participating in the RIP/TOA between 1st FSSG and 2nd FSSG (Fwd).  The collection team 
subsequently submitted 119 lessons covering the period 25 March through 12 May 2005.  Due to 
the impending replacement of II MEF by I MEF in Spring 2006, the Commanding General, Training 
and Education Command (TECOM) recently requested information regarding the RIP/TOA lessons, 
observations, and Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP); the result is the report, FSSG 
Relief In Place/Transfer of Authority Planning Lessons and Observations.  
Although the report addresses specific FSSG issues, much of the information has general 
applicability and can assist follow-on units in planning and conducting future RIP/TOA changeovers.

Selected Lessons Addressing Areas For Improvement in Future RIP/TOAs:
• Advance Party

• Composition of site survey teams and advance parties is crucial in planning the turnover of 
equipment, supplies, and processes covering a wide array of functional areas.

• An advance party letter of instruction from the parent command delineating priorities and tasks will 
aid in:

• Focusing and aligning efforts of relieving and departing units
• Minimizing friction during the transition

• RIP/TOA

• In the event that the organizational structure and capabilities of the the units differ, planning must 
address those missions that are beyond the capability of the relieving unit.

• Planning for task organization and unit manning must take into account requirements for 24-hour 
operations and camp support requirements.

• In the event that processes of the units differ for a given function, planning must address transition 
from the departing unit’s process to that of the relieving unit.

• One of the key areas contributing to the difficulty in tracking force closure alignment of relieving 
and departing units RIP/TOA has been the changes made to a unit’s structure after the 
deployment TPFDD has been validated.

• It is critical that incoming units be receptive to ideas, suggestions, and procedures from the 
outgoing unit (with the most recent knowledge of the AOR and the most current TTPs).

• Among the Specific Functional Areas addressed in the report are:

• Communications, Maintenance, Supply Management, Ammunition, Food Service and Medical

Please refer to the complete report at FSSG Relief In Place/Transfer of Authority Planning 
Lessons and Observations for additional issues, observations and recommendations.

In March 2005, Maj. Gen. Stephen T. 
Johnson, Commanding General, II MEF 
(Fwd), uncased the battle colors during 
the ceremony in Iraq for the transfer of 
authority from I MEF to II MEF.

https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=fouoarticle.cfm
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=fouoarticle.cfm
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=fouoarticle.cfm
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=fouoarticle.cfm
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JTF Katrina: The October newsletter highlighted the establishment of a Forum on the MCCLL 
website to be used as a repository for information on Marine Corps participation in JTF/MARFOR 
Katrina, including lessons learned during the conduct of this critical disaster relief and humanitarian 
assistance operation in the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.  Since then, the Forum has 
been continuously updated and now contains after action briefings from MARFOR Katrina, 
MARFORLANT, and the NORTHCOM Northern Air Forces (NORTHAF), as well as 50 lessons 
learned during the conduct of the operation.

Please visit the updated Forum at JTF/MARFOR Katrina/Rita to review the lessons 
documented to date by MARFORLANT and MARFOR Katrina.  Many of the lessons learned during 
the operation fall into the following categories:  Policy, Organization, Plans & Procedures, Training, 
Logistics/Contracting, Civil Affairs, Communications and HAZMAT. Among the many significant 
lessons learned are:  Regionalization of Homeland Security Missions, Request for Forces Process, 
Scope of Relief Activities Under the Stafford Act, Clarification of Specific Title X Activities, 
Establishment of Doctrinal Organization to Execute Domestic Support Operations, Contingency 
Contracting, and Environment Hazards Assessment and Information.  

Iraqi Elections: The November newsletter featured a MCCLL report summarizing lessons 
learned by Marine units providing support during the January 2005 elections for the Iraqi 
constitutional assembly.  Since then, over 25 lessons have been added to the MCCLL Lessons 
Management System (LMS) addressing the support provided during the October 2005 constitutional 
referendum and elections.  These lessons have been collected in a binder on the website as an aid 
for review and research.  The binder is located at:  October 2005 Iraqi Elections.   A review 
of these lessons shows that many of the lessons noted during the January elections were still 
relevant in October.  Among the noteworthy lessons are:  Resources for Barrier Materials, Poll 
Worker Payment, Poll Worker Movement, PSYOP Approval Process, Lack of Communications for 
IECI Coordinators, and Voter Education. 

Vice President Dick Cheney greets 
Marines from MCAS New River, 
many of whom had just returned from 
supporting JTF/MARFOR Katrina.

Residents of Fallujah gather outside a 
polling place on October 15th waiting to 
vote in the constitutional referendum.  
The 2nd Marine Division supported the 
Iraqi Security Forces through security 
operations along the outer perimeter of 
the polling sites.

https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/speciality.cfm?disp=site.cfm&&ssiteid=21
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=binder.cfm&doit=view&binderid=164
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40112
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40105
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40099
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40099
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=39983
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=39984
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=39985
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=39987
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40152
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40150
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40150
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40144
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40140
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40126
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40126
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=lms.cfm&doit=view&lmsid=40141
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/document_repository/AARs/(051003)(U)Katrina%20Lessons%20Learned%20to%20CMFL(D).ppt
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/document_repository/AARs/MARFOR%20Katrina%20Lessons%20Learned.ppt
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/document_repository/AARs/JFACC%20(Katrina-Rita)%20After%20Action.pdf
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Significant Trends:
Recent reports from in-country Marine Corps units have highlighted the following ongoing 

areas of concern:

• Military Advisor Support  -- Iraqi and Afghan Pay Problems

• Military advisors to the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), Iraqi National Guard (ISG), and the Afghan 
National Army (ANA) continue to site pay problems with the Iraqi and Afghanistan forces as one 
of the most disruptive influences on Marine Corps efforts to provide quality training support and 
advice.

• Even though U.S. forces are  constrained in what can be done to assist the Iraqis and Afghans 
in addressing pay problems, commanders should monitor these situations closely and ensure 
that the issue is elevated to the highest levels possible.

• UAV Airspace Deconfliction

• With the proliferation of UAV assets flying in the same battlespace in theater as fixed wing (FW) 
and rotary wing (RW) aircraft, airspace deconfliction has become an increasingly serious issue 
that is often cited in unit after action reports.  In a tactical environment, UAV assets are 
generally tasked and controlled by the unit G/S-2, with only limited coordination with the Air 
Officer.  With air on station (especially RW aircraft), this can become a potentially hazardous 
situation, particularly when the TOC staff are unaware of the altitude at which the UAV are 
flying.

• An aggravating factor is the expanded employment of the battalion-level UAV, the Raven, which 
flies in the heart of the RW envelope and can present a significant hazard unless lateral 
deconfliction is established.

• It is essential that all UAV flights be coordinated and deconflicted with the unit Air Officer.  
Situational awareness must then be maintained should the need arise to bring FW aircraft to a 
lower altitude.  Ravens should not be on station with RW unless lateral deconfliction is 
established and coordinated with the Air Officer.

• Low-Level Light Training for Pilots

• Marine Corps pilots have noted that the lighting levels found in some training areas (e.g., 
training areas at Camp Pendleton) are much higher than the lighting levels found in remote 
areas of Iraq and Afghanistan.  Pilots have expressed the desire for additional training in low-
level light areas in order to be better prepared to operate effectively in these theaters.

• It is recommended that additional training opportunities be provided for pilots in low-level light 
locations (such as Yuma, AZ).

Debunking an Urban Myth
Access to the internet has accelerated the formation of “urban myths” that are often widely 
disseminated throughout a community of users and become accepted as fact.  The Marine Corps is 
not immune to this phenomena.  Accounts of “personal experiences” of anonymous Marines can be 
rapidly proliferated on the internet, with no way to verify the authenticity by going back to the original 
source.  One of the important tools that can be used to either verify or “debunk” an urban myth are 
the resources of the Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned.  As an example, MCCLL recently 
conducted a research effort to verify the accuracy of an anonymous “Marine personal account” that 
has been widely disseminated on the internet and published as a legitimate news story in the 
Washington Times.  MCCLL was unable to authenticate the source for the story nor certain facts 
contained in the personal account.

On the other hand, another personal account from a Lance Corporal appears later in this newsletter. 
In this case, MCCLL has authenticated the source for the account (even though names are withheld 
in the article), and has verified that the points raised by the Marine are representative of the opinions 
of many in-theater Marines.  These examples demonstrate the importance MCCLL places on the 
credibility of sources and accuracy of the Lesson Management System (LMS), as well as being 
indicative of  the extensive resources that are available to users of the MCCLL and the LMS.
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Other Recent Products & Activities
• The MCCLL Lessons Management System (LMS) contains over 15,000 records including topical 
papers, lessons learned, after action reports, interviews, photographs, etc.  Among the products 
featured in the November issue of this newsletter were:  (1) lessons learned as a result of Marine 
Corps support for the Iraqi election in January 2005, (2) lessons identified by NCOs during the 
August NCO Lessons Learned Conference, and (3) lessons identified by commanders with logistics 
backgrounds during the August CSSE Commanders conference.  A complete list of the most recent 
products produced by MCCLL is located at:  Recent Products List
• During the past month, new discussion groups have been added to the MCCLL website in the 
following subject areas:  Combat Engineers, Special Operations, Air Crews in Combat and 
Recovery Missions, Reconnaissance, Personnel Recovery, and Religious Ministries.  Please feel 
free to join any of the discussion groups that fall within your areas of expertise and/or interest.

• Recently, MCCLL arranged for wide distribution throughout the Marine Corps of the Joint IED 
Defeat Task Force document, “Counter IED Tactics, Techniques and Procedures”.  A limited 
number of individual copies are also available and can be requested from:  cecilia.montoya-
gilb.ctr@usmc.mil.

• From 30 November thru 2 December, MCCLL hosted the Air Combat Element (ACE) 
Commanders Conference,- as the fourth in a series of conferences sponsored by MCCLL to 
capture, in a systematic manner, the operational experiences of deployed Marines.  The results of 
this conference will be presented in an upcoming edition of the newsletter.

• MCCLL is sponsoring a collection effort in December and January to capture lessons learned 
from Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.  A collection team has deployed to the theater to 
document the experiences of Marines in terms of pre-deployment training, mountain warfare, 
convoy operations, and other factors.  These results will also be highlighted in an upcoming 
newsletter.

Feedback from Users

1. From Mark A. Cook, State Department, Nigeria

“The newsletter is great. The articles, links and information conveyed make the newsletter user friendly 
which will draw the viewer to read and research the information contained within the newsletter.  I am 
currently stationed in Abuja, Nigeria; thus finding focused and detailed information can be 
cumbersome, at best.  Continue to keep up the excellent work;  I appreciate your efforts to keep 
Marines informed; which will ultimately save lives.  Semper Fi, M. Cook”

2. From Chief Michael Fogleman, U.S. Navy

“. . . . .  a job well done on this Lessons Learned site.  The Seabee community can use this information 
and also add some of our own unique insight on issues that we all have.”

3. From Peter LaFlamme, 7th Army Training Center

“Just a note to say "Thank You" for allowing an old soldier to join. I find the newsletter and web site 
provide grass roots feedback which in some cases I use to paint a "What Looks Right" picture for the 
Army.   Pete”

4. From Gary G. Gisolo, Deputy Director, USMC Center for Emerging Threats and 
Opportunities (CETO)

“I just took a look at the November newsletter; it's great.  Your guys are doing a fantastic job with it.”

See more Feedback

https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/document_repository/Misc/MCCLL%20November%202005%20Newsletter.pdf
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/index.cfm?disp=products.cfm
mailto:cecilia.montoya-gilb.ctr@usmc.mil
mailto:cecilia.montoya-gilb.ctr@usmc.mil
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=28
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=29
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=30
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=30
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=31
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=32
https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/cfbb/index.cfm?page=home&categoryID=33
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Feedback from Users (continued)

5. From LtCol David L. Coggins, Commanding Officer, Combat Assault Division, Third 
Marine Division:
“Some thoughts: Lesson Noted does not equal Lesson Learned.  I think the name of the MCCLL is 
misleading, presumptuous, and since we have not learned the lessons previously observed until we 
successfully demonstrate them in similar scenarios, I recommend we change the name MCCLL to 
MCCLN.   N = Noted and reflects lesson observed and lessons noted.  You could look at Desert 
Shield/Desert Storm and the standing up of JCIET and specifically the LL from surface to air and then 
look at OIF/OEF and we're still shooting down our own airplanes...LL?  DS/DS highlighted the "LL" and 
"friendly fire" (another wrong term) fratricide the correct term (concept) and showed that our own 
aircraft fired on and killed our Marines.  The fratricide incident at An Nasiriyah is a repeat of DS/DS.  
Also, how many non combat deaths to mishaps did we have in OIF I compared to OIF II, III and now?  
Any repeats?  Any MCCLL take-aways that developed into TTP, new gunnery tables, or someone 
teaching a Private or 2ndLt something new at a MOS school based on a MCCLL item?  Passive 
information collected and sitting in an electronic repository without someone manned, funded, and 
chartered to act on it is fluff.  No, LN must be forcefully taken into an analysis across DOTMLPF 
spectrum and then MCCDC can institute new doctrine and TECOM can facilitate new TTPs in 
warfighting functional areas and specific to MOS's at formal schools.  What do our "Centers of 
Excellence" do anyway?  Do we have a process in place like USJFCOM and their "Transformational 
Change Packages" that institute change?  The incident in Afghanistan with JFAC procedures and the 
new universal "FAC" is a result of the Joint Center for Lessons Learned in action.  Once the new TTPs
are facilitated into training and SOPs written, the LN still has to be performed correctly in combat.  
Mohave Viper etc. and do it in combat...then we might claim victory and a LL.  Until then...it's all LN.  Is 
there a tie between the MCCLL and the Army and JCIET under the Training Transformation or are we 
all in our stove pipes solving Service Title 10 training challenges and then applying those "LL" to the 
Regional Combatant Commanders Title 10 responsibilities of employing Joint Forces (JTFs) and 
perpetuate "gaps and seams"?  Applaud the effort of our MCCLL and hope these thoughts are 
considered what they are -- constructive rhetorical questions.  Keep charging.”

MCCLL response: Thank you for your comments and interest in what we strive to do here at 
MCCLL.  Your point that a lesson noted does not equal a lesson learned is well taken and well 
understood.  Two years ago at a joint/allied “lessons learned” conference, several of the foreign and 
other US military representatives noted different terminology that acknowledges that fact that 
observations or lessons observed or initial reflections are not “lessons learned.” Our Joint Forces 
counterpart changed their name to Joint Center for Operational Analysis and Lessons Learned.  Other 
services organizational names still reflect “lessons learned” in their titles.  One way to look at MCCLL’s
current name is that lessons learned is an objective, a statement of intent for what we strive to 
accomplish:  the institutionalization of needed change.  You also ask some good questions in your 
email.  

Among CMC’s top priorities for FY04, PB05 and POM 06 was the incorporation of OEF and OIF 
lessons learned during current operations into future investment decisions.  In CMC’s Revised 
Guidance issued in mid April 2005, the endstate is stated in part as “a Marine Corps that is a learning 
organization:  Embracing innovation and improvement in order to increase its effectiveness as part of 
the joint force.”

Do we have a process in place like USJFCOM and their "Transformational Change Packages" that 
institute change?  Short answer:  Yes, and we’re constantly working on it.  Over the past three plus 
years MCCLL—formerly EFCAT—has provided briefings, information papers and reports on 
observations and lessons from ongoing operations to decision makers, resource managers and 
agencies overseeing combat development processes.  These products were provided to the Marine 
Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC) Capabilities Development Directorate (and the body 
formerly known as the DOTMLPF Working Group – now called the Capabilities Development Board), 
Training and Education Command, program managers at Marine Corps Systems Command, 
advocates and others at HQMC, SecNav, and SecDef, and as input to Congressional testimony.  
Lessons and observations are also shared with other services, Joint and Joint Forces Command 
“lessons learned” organizations, coalition partners and others.  

See more of the MCCLL response

https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/document_repository/Misc/Response%20to%20Feedback%20from%20LtCol%20Coggins%20V2_31.doc
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On New Tour, Marines to Get Big Boost from Iraqi Battalions

By Otto Kreisher, Copley News Service
November 3, 2005

WASHINGTON  - When the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force resumes responsibility for volatile Anbar
province in Iraq in February, the Marines will be bolstered by 18 battalions from the new Iraqi army, 
plus a large number of Iraqi police and border security forces, Lt. Gen. John Sattler said.

That will be a large increase over the last time the Camp Pendleton-based force was in western Iraq, 
when "there was not one Iraqi battalion that would stand and fight," said Sattler, the 1st MEF 
commander.

Because of that change, training and mentoring those Iraqi forces will be the Marines' primary mission, 
rather than directly confronting the insurgents who have made Anbar one of the deadliest parts of Iraq, 
Sattler told reporters Tuesday.

See more of this article

The Rise of Hybrid Wars
By Lieutenant General James N. Mattis and Lieutenant Colonel Frank G. Hoffman (Retired)

Thanks in large measure to the experiences of Afghanistan and Iraq, there is less talk in Washington 
these days about revolutions in military affairs (RMA) or defense transformations based solely on 
technology.  Our fascination with RMAs and transformation has been altered once again by history’s 
enduring lesson about the predominant role of the human dimension in warfare.  Our infatuation with 
technology was a reflection of our own mirror imaging and an unrealistic desire to dictate the conduct of 
war on our own terms.

Recent conflicts highlight the need to always remember that the enemy is a human being with the 
capacity to reason creatively.  In effect, he has a vote in the competitive process we know as war, and 
does not have to play by our rules.  Certainly there are both revolutionary and evolutionary changes in 
the conduct of war.  Social, political, and technological forces can impact the character of conflict.  But 
they do not—they cannot—alter its fundamental nature.

See more of this article

Anti-Sniper Systems Finding Their Range

Defense Industry Daily

Defense Industry Daily (DID) has covered BBN's Boomerang, a vehicle-mounted anti-sniper system, 
that uses sound localization to quickly target enemy snipers and direct return fire.  It was deployed in 
Iraq last year, and over 100 have been built.  Now a small Alabama firm called Radiance Technologies 
introduces WeaponWatch, which uses infared detection to instantly tell you both the location of the 
shooter and the weapon used.  At the same time, Israeli firm Elbit Systems is introducing something 
called the Sharpshooter Control System.

Put these innovations together, and life may be about to get a lot harder for enemy snipers.  Sniping 
has always been the most personal kind of war - but new technologies are starting to extend the 
"information position" capabilities of Western snipers and squads in ways that tip the balance sharply 
against their opposition - and make 21st century sniping much more of a team endeavor.

WeaponWatch picks up on the infrared signature of every weapon the moment it is fired, instantly 
identifying it from a database of thousands of weapons muzzle flashes and relaying its position on 
screen. It has already proven itself in combat. The older, fragile, 400 pound version of this system was 
tested in Iraq, on top of a building where there was a high concentration of insurgent gunfire. Within a 
few days, WIRED reports that American troops were able to use WeaponWatch to return fire more 
rapidly, resulting in a noticeable drop in enemy attacks. 

See more of this article

https://www.mccll.usmc.mil/document_repository/Misc/Mattis%20Nov05.pdf
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/military/20051103-9999-1n3sattler.html
http://www.defenseindustrydaily.com/2005/11/antisniper-systems-finding-their-range/index.php
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Anti-IED Gear, Lighter Packs Top USMC Needs

By Andrew Scutro

Attention, rocket scientists:  The commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps, Gen. Mike Hagee, needs your 
aid. 

The general wants help in solving two problems: 

• Foiling improvised explosive devices (IEDs). 

• Lightening Marines' current 70-pound basic combat load. 

Hagee on Oct. 26 asked for help from those who develop and produce military hardware at a 
conference on expeditionary warfare hosted by the National Defense Industrial Association in Panama 
City, Fla. 

Though the conference's main focus was on forming amphibious staging areas known as "sea bases," 
Hagee's concerns were more immediate. 

"The most significant problem we are facing today in Iraq and in Afghanistan [is] improvised explosive 
devices," the general told a packed convention hall.  "I do not get the sense we are working 24/7, and 
we should be on this." 

Hagee urged that no good idea go untested as IED tactics and ordnance become more lethal and 
difficult to counter. 

"I think 'improvised' is probably the wrong word," he said. "They are getting now to where they are not 
so improvised; they are very sophisticated devices." 

See more of this article at: Defense News

Marines Eye Replacement for HMWWV
U.S. Marine Corps, MCB Quantico, VA

The Marine Corps is searching for a larger, more capable combat transport to replace the Humvee.  

The Fires and Maneuver Integration Division of Marine Corps Combat Development Command is 
outlining the requirements for its future vehicle, dubbed the Combat Tactical Vehicle, with the goal of 
fielding the first CTVs in 2011.

Kevin M. McConnell, deputy director of the Fires and Maneuver Integration Division, said the Humvee, 
while a battle-proven tactical vehicle, is beginning to show its limitations in Iraq and Afghanistan.

"The Humvee A2 is a great vehicle, [but] it has outlived its usefulness,“ said McConnell. "We have 
added very capable armor to the Humvees in Iraq.  But for every pound of armor you add, that's a 
pound less capable the vehicle is. We have done a lot of modifications to the vehicle, and it's at the 
end of its capabilities. There is just no more you can do for that vehicle."

McConnell said among the improvements is the requirement that the CTV accommodate up to six 
Marines with their existence loads and three days of food, water and ammunition.

The current Humvee, including up-armored versions, normally seats four Marines or less.  

"As we go into the future, we know we have to plan for a couple of things,“ said McConnell. "We have 
to plan for increased mobility of the ground combat element, and we need to plan for (heavier) 
payloads. The first configuration we want to build is a people mover, not a fighting vehicle. It will take 
six guys with three days of supplies and be able to perform like a BMW on the Autobahn."  

See more of this article

http://www.defensenews.com/story.php?F=1206465&C=america
http://usmilitary.about.com/od/marineweapons/a/humveereplace.htm
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Conversation with a Lance Corporal

“Last week I visited Ohio State University on business. While there, a professor I was  
working with suggested to his nephew -- a Marine recently returned from Iraq - that he have a chat with 
me. I hope you'll allow me to share a summary with you. He was impressive.

For me the conversation was an honor and an education.

The Marine, LCpl F., is an 0341 with Lima Company out of Columbus. You are familiar with the events 
surrounding Lima Co. Besides having the chance to meet a superb young man, what I took away was 
how the perspective of the individual Marine has shifted over the past 60 years.  During our chat, I 
asked him for three recommendations he would make if given the opportunity. Here they are:

1) More uparmored vehicles. He followed this by saying, "In all fairness, those vehicles were 
beginning to arrive as our tour wound down."

2) Don't use AAVs for personnel transport. Too many eggs in one basket. Their two largest 
casualty events came when insurgents targeted these vehicles. Better to split Marines across smaller, 
lighter vehicles. Newly arriving units were using this method.

3) Occupy the ground you take. His unit apparently cleared the same two villages on three separate 
occasions. Each time, they had considerable opposition. If they could have maintained presence, the 
need for additional, heavy combat would likely have been minimal.

No complaints about bad chow, little sleep, cold showers, or late mail. Real substance and 
thoughtfulness -- without the benefit of preparation.

LCpl F. was also very positive about the leadership he and his fellow Marines received from the 
regimental level. He knew who his regimental commander was, and held him in high regard for his 
frequent visits and willingness to keep Marines up to speed. The LCpl said the colonel visited his unit 
on at least five separate occasions.

It was after our talk when I began to reflect on the tremendous transformation of the situational 
awareness of the individual fighter. The book "25 Yards of War" (Ronald Drez) sums up the 
perspective of the fighting man in WWII -- at the team or squad level. Viet Nam is characterized by 
awareness at the platoon and company level. Now, we have a LCpl -- just one, but certainly a 
representation of his brethren -- aware and knowledgeable of battalion and regimental 
considerations. That is significant.

LCpl F. plans on exiting the Marine Corps to complete his studies at OSU and, hopefully, to pursue a 
law degree. Perhaps he may again serve the Corps. He'd continue to be a great representative once 
his studies are complete. In any event, he is a great representative of our citizenry today.”

S/F, 

J. H., Former Marine

(Note:  MCCLL has authenticated the source for this personal account and has verified that the 
opinions expressed in the article are representative of many in-theater Marines.)
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Book Review
The Roots of Blitzkreig: Hans von Seeckt and German Military Reform, by James 
S. Corum

Reviewed by LtCol Douglas Erwin, USAF
Corum correctly points out that there are no comprehensive studies on the tactics of the Reichswehr as 
they developed in the early 1920s and proceeds to provide such a book.  By so doing, however, he also 
provides a good look at a larger question:  How do we in the military develop a doctrine and put it into 
practice?  Without explicitly addressing the larger question, he in fact provides a model of how one 
nation did match, or balance, all (or most all) the elements of tactics and strategy (in the German sense) 
with training, equipment, leadership philosophies, and so forth.
By so doing, he provides present day America-like Germany in the 1920s presented with a "new world 
order“ - with a challenge that goes beyond the journalistic "Pentagon issues of the day."  Two cases 
that Corum uses can illustrate the point, that of comprehensiveness of a military program and that of 
personal experience of a military leader. 

On the first matter, what is so often seen in the current literature on doctrine (in the US sense) are such 
issues as, Do we match doctrine to equipment or equipment to doctrine? or, How shall we balance cost 
and numbers?  Corum, by his careful analysis, shows how shallow and unidimensional this kind of 
thinking is by presenting us with an example of one of the great peacetime military leaders of Europe, 
Gen Hans von Seeckt.  As leader of the Reichswehr from 19201926, General von Seeckt provided an 
impression on the German military that was to last through World War ll.  His contribution was not to just 
address the above issues, which he in fact did, but further, to ensure that the theory was matched in 
practice.  This, far from being a minor point, is critical. 

The lesson that von Seeckt holds for us in the 1990s is not that of the developer of blitzkrieg (Corum
accurately points out that this type of war awaited further development but that the combined arms 
concept that was at the root of blitzkrieg was a key goal and achievement of von Seeckt) but rather as 
one who saw the comprehensive nature of that which we call military art and science. 

Using this language of "comprehensiveness" today might well summon up images of the great 
"jointness" debates in the US, but von Seeckt went well beyond that type of analysis.  Rather, his 
contribution was to offer an example of military reform from alpha to omega, the whole series of 
connected actions that constitute a meaningful reforming of a military.  Thus, it is important to have a 
good doctrine, but just as important is the rather mundane question of how one actually implements the 
new thinking.  As Corum points out, "Sound tactical theory aside, it was in training that the Reichswehr
surpassed all its contemporary rivals, ensuring the battlefield efficiency and tactical success of the 
German Army in 193940." (page xvi) He shows in the text, chapter by chapter, how von Seeckt left his 
Berlin headquarters that had so well developed the new operational doctrines, went to the field and 
demanded again and again that the troops implement the new concepts of mobile warfare.  We might 
add that among these new concepts was "airland battle," the lessons about which the air sections of the 
Truppenamt learned from their World War I experience and then codified under von Seeckt's direction.  
Additionally, Corum emphasizes the fact that the best field training and the best doctrinal development 
is useless unless link between the two, the middlelevel officers, is of such competence that the doctrine 
can be executed.  This competence did not come about due to traditional German efficiency (although it 
may have been aided by it).  It was built brick by brick by von Seeckt, year by year, using many 
avenues of officer education and training, many of which he personally oversaw. 

See more of this book review

From the Air & Space Power Journal.  Other book reviews are available at:  Air & Space Power 
Chronicles Book Reviews

The Roots of Blitzkreig, plus other books on the Commandant’s Professional Reading List, can be 
obtained through the Marine Corps Association Bookstore.

The Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned (MCCLL) articles contained in this newsletter represent the considered judgment of experienced analysts 
assigned to the MCCLL.  The purpose of the newsletter is to apprise members of the Marine Corps (as well as members of other Services and Department 

of Defense (DoD) commands and agencies) of recent items of interest contained in the Marine Corps Lessons Management System (LMS). 

http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/bookrev/corum.html
http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/bookmain.html
http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/bookmain.html
http://www.mcu.usmc.mil/mcu/reading_list/index_1.htm

